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unit     7
people and places

The Big question
How are people and places represented through language 

and images?

Key learning ideas
 ● The author and the reader of a text work together to construct meaning.

 ● Our personal experiences and values influence the way we make 
meaning.

 ● The response evoked by a text depends upon its type and purpose.

Key knowledge, understanding and skills
Students will:

 ● explore the ways in which people and places are represented in a range of 
texts: narratives, travel guides, documentary films, blogs

 ● consider the influence of personal values in representations of people and 
places

 ● understand visual language and its role in constructing representations

 ● write analytical and narrative texts about representations of people and 
places.
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Even when a painter has taken the greatest care to make a picture as realistic as 
possible, perhaps photographic in quality, it is still only a reflection of the reality. 
Creators of texts — artists, authors or photographers — can only ever produce a 
representation of reality: a constructed version of the real thing.

Whenever we read about or view a place or people we have never known, we read 
or view the creator’s representation.  
The representation of people and  
places in texts creates an impression  
that stays with us, and is drawn upon  
if or when we have a similar experience.

Reflections of reality . . .

Tuning in
Journeys are often used as metaphors for life and learning. When humans travel, they have 
an opportunity to gain experience they would not be able to otherwise access by staying 
at home. Different values, new people and the pressure to respond confront them.
Think and write: Make a list of all the books and films you can think of that focus on 
a ‘journey’.
Discuss: Are these journeys metaphorical or literal or a combination of both?

My view . . .
Do you think travel is worthwhile or can you learn just as much about people 
and places from reading books and surfing the internet? What do you think the 
value of travel is?

‘A mind that is stretched by a 
new experience can never go 
back to its old dimensions.’

— Oliver Wendell  
Holmes, Jr.

‘The journey is the treasure.’

— Lloyd Alexander

‘Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry and 
narrow-mindedness.’

— Mark Twain

need To Know
representation the version of 
a place or person constructed 
in a text

metaphorical figurative, 
symbolic, not literal; using one 
thing to represent another

literal sticking to the precise 
meaning of a word or text; the 
obvious, non-metaphorical 
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represenTing places
How are representations constructed?
When explorers returned home from voyages abroad in the fourteenth century, the 
drawings they created of the people they had seen looked more like pictures of aliens 
from other planets. Some depictions of early Australia more closely resembled images 
of England. These texts were all representations of reality, constructed by people with 
particular experiences, beliefs, values and attitudes. 

The texts that people create about travel, whenever and wherever this happens, are 
shaped by their personal values and view of the world, including their hopes and fears.

One of the most compact travel texts is the postcard. For hundreds of years, 
travellers have condensed their travel experience in just a few words on the back of a 
postcard. The postcard carries two representations: the picture on the front and the 
text on the back describing the writer’s experience. More commonly now, a traveller 
might represent their experience via email or a blog, and recount a highlight of their 
trip. The following personal accounts of travel experiences highlight the values of the 
individual and also reveal a version of the place and people the traveller is visiting 
through their limited perspective.

7.1

need To Know
perspective a person’s 
outlook on an issue or 
subject; the values, opinions 
and ways of seeing the 
world that underpin a text

PiCTURE:

This picture is selected to support the experience of the writer: 
‘strange’ food hanging in the market.
The mood could be interpreted as relaxed or lazy depending 
on the perspective of the writer.

As a first-time experience, this market scene is ‘novel’ 
and somewhat confronting. For those who live there, it is 
everyday life.

TEXT

Greeting: Colloquial language indicates a familiar audience.
Selection of information: the writer focuses on the topics 
of poverty, security, strangeness, shopping, cleanliness and 
entertainment.

Values: The writer reveals that she values safety and 
entertainment.

Beliefs: The writer reveals a belief that people are bored with 
their lives. This is an assumption drawn from her own values.

Attitude: The writer is curious about some of what she has 
observed but quick to judge and make assumptions that are 
negative.

First person: The use of ‘i’ makes the account and  
observations personal and limited.

Sensory images of sights and smells are described  
to engage the reader  in the experience.

Sign off
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First sentence provides reader 
with contextual information 
such as ‘what’, ‘where’ and 
‘when’ details. (2)

First-person narrative: ‘i’ 
characterises a personal 
recount. (2)

Captures the reader’s attention 
with interesting, provocative 
details and sets tone for the 
story. (4–5)

Bracketed information provides 
more background detail and 
creates a clearer picture of ‘how’ 
and ‘why’. (10,12)

Bracketed information also 
provokes a response from 
the reader: laughter, shock, 
amazement. (14–15)

Values and attitudes revealed 
through reflection on behaviour 
of other Westerners. (36–37)

Sherpas: nepalese people who 
have specialist knowledge in 
guiding trekkers (39)

Sign-off is accompanied  
by reassurance to the  
reader. (46)

Hi All,
Back from trekking and in Kathmandu. I found out mid flight back from 
Lukla (the starting point for a lot of climbing in Nepal) that it is one of 
the most dangerous airports in the world. That’s not surprising since the 
runway is only about 100 metres long and at the end it drops off a cliff.

A few days ago, in Dugla, which is about 300 metres below base camp, 
but one day’s walk due to altitude, we stopped trekking for the day to rest, 
eat and sleep. The place we were staying (there are only limited choices 
due to large numbers of trekkers and lack of lodges) was like a rabbit 
warren (there are no building codes in the mountains). Nick summed it 
up by calling it a Serbian prison. It’s snowing outside but the building is 
only made of plywood (lightest to carry up hill) and plastic sheeting. Our 
floor was uneven and the corridor outside our room was mud. We were 
also situated 5 metres from the back door (or hole, since there is no actual 
door covering the exit) and 1 cm of plywood away from the drop toilet 
catering for 60 people — classy joint.

From our room, it was a 35-metre walk down a corridor, which I 
couldn’t stand up in, to the kitchen/dining room. The kitchen and the 
dining room are separated by a hanging sheet, so while you are eating 
you can catch glimpses of what’s happening in the kitchen (not good at 
the best of times over here). We had just finished our dahl bhat (rice and 
vege curry) and were about to start playing cards. I happened to look at 
the kitchen and saw something of a large ‘fat fire’ happening. The people 
cooking in the kitchen started yelling and the flames started to come out 
the door and lit the hanging sheet. (All over the mountains and Nepal, 
people use two ways of cooking. Families use wood fire, and lodges and 
others who cater for larger numbers of people use kero and gas. This 
lodge was using kero.) Chaos ensued. We grabbed our things off the 
table and sprinted for our room down the 35m corridor. We packed in 
about thirty seconds. I looked down the corridor to check progress and I 
couldn’t see further than 10 metres back towards the kitchen because of 
smoke. We were out and into the snow in seconds.

It was a crazy scene. Locals came runnning from everywhere and we 
helped them carry water. The lodge was built into the mountain which 
meant you were able to get above the roof line very easily. Everyone was 
pouring buckets onto the roof and trying to control it. Most Westerners 
bailed so quick they didn’t have any belongings. We were the minority 
(having bags) because of the positioning of our room. However, their 
sherpas crazily ran back in and broke down doors to get gear out. We’re 
not sure if this was on the insistence of some Westerners or just the 
sherpas’ willingness to help. Embarrassing if it was the former. Some of 
the Nepalese were crazy, running on the tin roof and prying it up with 
sticks so they could pour the water in. The place was mostly saved but we 
weren’t able to stay there so we walked to Gorek Shep, the next town up, 
before it got too dark.

It sounds really bad but we’re having an awesome time.

Mike
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Activities . . . 

idenTifying and inTerpreTing values and  
perspectives
Getting started
 1 What is your first response to the postcard image? What beliefs or experiences 

affect your reaction?
 2 What personal beliefs about this place does the writer include?
 3 Does the type of journey outlined in the email appeal to you? Why or why not?
 4 Draw a mud map of the trekker’s lodge based on the descriptions provided.

Working through
 5 Can you tell anything about the age or experience of the postcard writer based 

on what she has said?
 6 Give an example of an assumption made by the postcard writer.
 7 ‘The kitchen and the dining room are separated by a hanging sheet, so while 

you are eating you can catch glimpses of what’s happening in the kitchen (not 
good at the best of times over here).’

 What is implied by the inclusion of the comment in brackets made by the email 
writer in the sentence above?

 8 Give three examples of assumptions that could be made through the bracketed 
information in the email.

 9 What is implied about the Westerners’ behaviour in nepal?
10 Describe the attitude of the postcard writer towards the place she is visiting.
11 is there a difference in the attitude and values of the two travellers? How are 

they different and what aspects of their texts tell us so?
12 Explain the advantages and the disadvantages of gaining information about a 

location through personal accounts such as these.

Going further
13 Would you think differently about the postcard picture if it wasn’t linked with 

this text? imagine you are curating an exhibition of photography representing 
Asian street life. Write a profile card to be placed next to this image, helping 
people to understand the significance of the image. Give the image a title.

14 How does the email writer position the reader to agree that ‘it was a crazy scene’?

need To Know
assumption something that is 
accepted as true without proof

liTeraTure link
The influence of representations
Mark Twain was responsible for numerous 
famous works including the Adventures of 
Huckleberry Finn, but he was also a prolific 
travel writer. in his book Innocents Abroad 
(1869), he tells of his travels through Egypt 
and entertains readers with stories of places 
most would never see. He referred to the 
use of mummies as fuel for steam engines 
transporting passengers on their journeys 
and, although this was apparently said in jest, 

it has become an accepted truth by many, 
without the benefit of any proof.  There is 
evidence of the recycling of mummies, but 
not precisely in this way. The fact is, Mark 
Twain’s representation was widely read and 
so influential that it was accepted as ‘truth’.

What stories of foreign people and 
places have you heard that place them in 
a negative light?

language link
How do personal values 
influence texts?
Our values are shaped 
by our interests, beliefs, 
geography and life 
experiences and, in turn, 
they express something 
of who we are. We enact 
our values when we 
respond to familiar and 
unfamiliar situations. Our 
favourite television show 
entertains us because it 
aligns with our values and 
who we are. When we 
interpret texts, our values 
determine our response; 
we may agree, disagree, 
find them entertaining or 
feel disgusted. in any text, 
there is a meeting of two 
sets of values — yours and 
the author’s — and together 
they work to construct 
meaning.

How do you feel about the 
idea that ‘travel is a waste 
of time’? What does your 
response reveal about 
your values?
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Travel tales online
Weblogs, better known as blogs, also contain personalised reflections on life 
experiences, including travel. Blogs with regular followers often have a persona 
that readers enjoy, and their selection of information and images appeals to readers’ 
interests and values. 

in travel blogs, writers construct representations not only of people and places, but 
also of themselves. As a reader, this gives you the opportunity to experience a place 
from the perspective of people who know it well. 

The following blog belongs to an Australian expatriate who is living in Vietnam and 
regularly shares her experiences with followers.

need To Know
persona from the Latin 
word for ‘mask’ — an identity 
constructed by a writer 

expatriate a person 
living outside their 
country of citizenship 
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from The City That Never Sleeps In
by Tabitha Carvan
At Chau Long market
Back when I lived in Newtown, the most upsetting sight in my day-
to-day life was the wind-up frog that was on display in a bucket 
outside the two-dollar shop, forever swimming but going nowhere.

Nathan and I used to talk about stealing him, and setting him free 
in the canal.

There are frogs here too, in the market where I go almost every day. 
But they don’t wind up, and they’re not so lucky as to have a bucket.

I guess at least they have company, right?
There’s also dog meat (I’ll spare you the photos), and buckets of 

unidentifiable offal.
Mmm  .  .  .  offally.
And yet, the market is one of my favourite places to be. Sometimes 

I wonder what kind of mental contortions I must be putting myself 
through to get by here without giving in to my usually all-pervasive 
blubbering sentimental side.

But with my blinkers firmly on, the market is always a scene of 
wonder. Visitors doing cooking courses at the Hanoi Cooking 
Centre actually tour this market for an ‘authentic’ Vietnamese 
shopping experience. Like kids playing shop, they are furnished with 

Series of events: the telling 
occurs in order but includes 
some incidental details and 
recollections. (2–4)

The writer foregrounds the 
experience of the markets 
through descriptions of the 
sights, sounds, smells and 
textures there. (10–11)

Example of irony: a difference 
between what is said and what 
is actually intended or implied 
— often used for humour. The 
use of quotation marks around 
the words, authentic and 
experience highlights a different 
meaning behind the author’s 
comment. (19,24)

Use the The City That 
Never Sleeps In weblink 
in your eBookPLUS to 
read  Tabitha Carvan’s 
blog from Hanoi.
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Alliteration gives impact to a 
passage and evokes humorous 
imagery for the reader. (25–26)

The writer’s opinion and values 
are conveyed through these 
first-person comments. (30–31)

Graphic imagery capture’s 
writer’s distaste. (34)

Similes contribute to 
effectiveness of the figurative 
language. (46–47)

notice the difference between 
the verbs used to describe 
her favourite seller and those 
used for the other sellers. Chi 
Xuan is associated with calmer 
vocabulary while the others 
appear menacing. (55–64)

Tet: Vietnamese lunar new year 
(66)

brandishes: to wave something 
about in an aggressive  
manner (67)

a laminated picture of their target produce — like baby corn or quail 
eggs — and 50  000 dong with which to acquire it. It makes me feel 
quite smug that they’re paying good cash money to ‘experience’ my 
daily life. I wonder if they’d like to ‘experience’ any other bits, like 
being extorted by shoeshine boys, or cycling slalom amongst the rat 
roadkill, or discovering your boogers have turned black from pollution.
The market itself seems to be held together by lids from polystyrene 
boxes, tarpaulins, plastic bags and extension cords. It is always dark, 
even during the daytime.

I have never been here when it’s raining, and I don’t think I’d want 
to. Even during the driest spells, the ground is puddled with muck. I 
remember the first time that Nathan and I came here we wore thongs, 
which was a mistake we wouldn’t make again. When we got home to 
our bathroom, we washed bits of intestine from under our toenails.

The market is divided into food groups: veggies, meat, seafood, 
small-goods, internal organs, and dried and packaged goods. 
Mysteriously, fruit barely makes an appearance: for that you have to 
go to the ladies outside.

The packaged goods often don’t come in the package you expect 
them to, so I have to conduct elaborate miming routines with the 
vendors to find out what they are.

I’ll point to an unlabelled plastic bottle and mime squeezing limes, 
adding fish sauce and the mystery liquid, and dipping in an imaginary 
spring roll. They’ll shake their head, and mime washing the floor. Ah, 
not rice vinegar but bleach. Good to know.

The butcher ladies sit cross-legged on their counter-tops like 
meditators in a sea of meat, their cleavers swinging inches from their 
toes. This posture must be for ergonomic reasons — the butcher’s 
Swiss ball. It seems like an odd choice, but I can’t imagine a situation 
in which I’d get to test it out for myself, not least because if I sat on 
our counter at home I’d hit my head on the cupboards.

Being vegetarian, I usually skip the meat aisle and just head straight 
for my regular veggie supplier, Chi Xuan.

All the expats I know in our neighbourhood go to her. She’s 
cornered this market by giving her customers hugs, consistent prices, 
and free Italian basil. She also lets you choose the vegetables you 
want, and in your own good time, a characteristic lacking in most 
of the other sellers, who, upon seeing a foreigner approach, thrust a 
cauliflower at you and say ‘This one!’, and then a cucumber — ‘This 
one!’ — and then a pumpkin — ‘This one!’ — and so on until you 
flee, bamboozled. Sometimes Chi Xuan does encourage me to buy 
mysterious vegetables that I have to later Google to identify, but if 
she didn’t, I would never have made those delicious taro spring rolls, 
or that stir-fry made from some kind of flower which she assured me 
was edible.

Over Tet, Chi Xuan acquired a calculator, which she now 
brandishes with beaming pride. I’m sure I’m charged a lot more than 
her Vietnamese customers, but I don’t mind having contributed to the 
purchase of that calculator.
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Headline makes use of an 
attention-grabbing pun. (1)

A byline can either be just 
the writer’s name or a longer 
description of the article, with 
the writer’s name included. 
Longer bylines are usually in 
bold. (2,3)

The trigger establishes the 
‘hook’ and an angle for the 
article. (4)

Lead paragraph contains the 
specific who, what, where 
details. (8–13)

Factual information gives 
authority to the representation. 
(14–23)

notoriety: to be known for 
negative reasons (20)

liTeracy link
evocative language
Descriptive language that appeals to the five 
senses of the reader lives long in the memory. 
When a writer evokes the taste, smell, sights, 
sounds and textures of an experience, we as 
readers can relate more closely to it. it seems 
more real. Pick up any guidebook on india 
and you will probably be told that travelling in 

india is an experience in sensory overload.

Why is India described this way? What 
elements of the landscape and culture 
lend themselves to descriptions using 
the five senses?

Feature articles on travel 
Feature articles often highlight an issue, a personality or a destination, and they aim to 
create an informative profile of the subject for the reader. Like a blog, a feature article 
sometimes aims to entertain, but it has a more precise structure. The example below 
provides an example of the structure and language patterns that are typically found 
in magazines and newspapers. This article uses a recurring pun as a cohesive tie to 
engage the reader and create unity in the text.

need To Know
culture the beliefs and 
behaviours that characterise a 
particular group

pun a play on words; use of 
words in such a way that they 
have more than one possible 
interpretation

cohesive tie a word or phrase 
that connects ideas and creates 
a smooth, logical transition 
from one point to the next

Cooking With Poo
by Lara Dunston
Lara Dunston gets her hands dirty with Poo in a Thai cooking class.
‘I cooked with poo and I liked it.’ I smile as I read the slogan on 
the smart black aprons that our Thai cooking instructor Saiyuud 
Diwong — nicknamed ‘Poo’ — is distributing to participants in our 
small cooking class.

Poo’s Helping Hands Thai Cooking School is Trip Advisor’s 
number one Bangkok attraction and the city’s ‘hottest travel trend’ 
according to the CNNGo website. It’s operated out of a modest 
rented kitchen opposite her simple home in Klong Toey, Bangkok’s 
largest slum. My husband and I have signed up for a half-day class 
to find out whether it measures up to its accolades.

Our class begins with a meander through Klong Toey’s chaotic 
fresh food market. Bordered by the Chao Phraya River and Bangkok’s 
major port, the sprawling market is the main shopping centre as well 
as a source of employment for the residents of Klong Toey. Most of 
the community’s inhabitants come from Isaan in northern Thailand, 
the country’s poorest region; others are immigrants (mostly illegal) 
from Myanmar (Burma), Laos and Cambodia. The slum’s notoriety 
stems from its extreme poverty, crime and social problems. Many 
of its residents struggle with alcoholism, substance abuse, gambling 
problems and HIV.

Klong Toey is also a black market for goods that go ‘astray’ on their 
way from the cargo ships to the trucks, so it can make the markets as 
intimidating as it is overwhelming for first-time visitors.
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Paragraphs are kept short, 
allowing the reader to move 
quickly from one idea to the 
next. (27–31)

Background stories build 
context for the reader and 
construct the image of the 
people and place in more 
detail. This positions us to take 
sides. (33–38)

Central subject’s personality 
is constructed with dialogue. 
(40–42)

voyeuristic: watching people’s 
private lives for no reason 
other than curious interest and 
morbid fascination (48)

Ellipses show some text has 
been omitted. (53)

Draws the reader’s attention to 
solutions to poverty; creates an 
uplifting tone. (57–64)

Concluding paragraph returns 
to the purpose of review and 
provides an opinion. (65–70)
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Before Poo started taking her students on walking tours, vendors 
rarely saw foreign faces at the market. Yet despite warnings that 
stallholders could be suspicious and hostile, everyone we meet is 
welcoming and friendly, smiling for photos and offering samples of 
food to taste.

.  .  .  
The odour that is most pungent, however, comes from the buckets 

of plara, a heady fermented fish paste that is popular in Isaan cuisine. 
A couple of years ago, the police and workers tried to evict traders 
to enable redevelopment of part of the market, but the vendors 
barricaded themselves in and flung ‘stink bombs’ made from plastic 
bags filled with plara at police.

As we tour the market, Poo provides introductions to Thai 
produce. ‘Chillies good for health, going toilet. Coconuts make 
Isaan people look sexy. Rice, for my dad, I cook very soft: 73, no 
teeth.’

.  .  .  
After the markets, we stroll through the skinny alleys of the 

Klong Toey slum, past the brightly painted, dilapidated wooden and 
corrugated iron houses. It provides a rare insight into people’s lives 
that would otherwise be impossible to experience, or would be seen 
as voyeuristic if we didn’t have a purpose for visiting.

Aprons tied, we get to work at Poo’s humble cooking school. We 
are given a cooking station and gas burner, and we get to chop, 
pound, grind and stir-fry our own ingredients according to Poo’s 
straightforward instructions.

.  .  .  
‘Poo’s recipes provide an introduction to Thai cooking that is 

not the least bit intimidating and invites us to explore Thai cuisine 
further.’

Throughout the whole experience we learn about Poo. With a 
small loan from an altruistic foreign neighbour, she transformed 
herself from a poverty-stricken noodle vendor into a successful 
businesswoman. She supports her family, she is expanding her 
business (at the end of the class she shows us the space where a 
bigger and better kitchen is being built) and now she lends her 
neighbours money. Poo is a one-woman micro-financing body who 
helps her community out of poverty and onto similar success.

While the experience is insightful and enriching on many levels 
— particularly the rare opportunity it provides to meet Poo, to Klong 
Toey, and to contribute something to the Klong Toey community 
— foodies with experience cooking Thai cuisine might be frustrated 
with the basic level of instruction and dishes taught. As for us, we 
cooked with Poo and we loved it.

Get Lost magazine, issue 31
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Activities . . . 

idenTifying selection and omission in texts
Getting started
 1 Use the table below to gather, from the blog on pages 196–7, the adjectives the 

author uses to describe people and places. One has been done for you.

Markets Locals Tourists

chaotic

Working through
 2 Look at the highlighted verbs in the blog’s description of the vegetable sellers. 

What is implied about them? How does it make you feel towards them?
 3 The author educates us about the Klong Toey slum in the feature article. What 

facts are we given about it?
 4 The article includes some quotes from Poo. What information does it provide 

about her personality?
 5 What additional information is given about Poo? How does this affect your 

opinion of her?
 6 Both texts feature information about markets.

a What information is included in the feature article that is omitted from the 
blog?

b What information is included in the blog that is omitted from the article?

Going further
 7 Both the blog and the feature article are personal recounts. How might this 

affect the nature of the information they include?

analysing and inTerpreTing attitudes and values
Getting started
 8 What is the blog author’s attitude towards the meat on display at the markets? 

Explain your answer using quotes from the text.

Working through
 9 What does the blog author imply about tourists when they are described as ‘kids 

playing shop  .  .  .  furnished with a laminated picture of their target produce’?
10 When the blog author says, ‘it makes me feel quite smug that they’re paying 

good cash money to “experience” my daily life. i wonder if they’d like to 
“experience” any other bits’, what is she implying by placing the word experience 
in quotation marks?

11 in visiting the slums, the feature article mentions that  ‘it provides a rare insight into 
people’s lives that would otherwise be impossible to experience, or would be seen 
as voyeuristic if we didn’t have a purpose for visiting’. Why would it be impossible to 
experience? Why does she use the word voyeuristic to describe the tourist group?

12 What does the writer of the feature article learn from her experience at the 
markets?

Going further
13 Which of these two texts constructs the most favourable representation of Asian 

food markets? Write a short response explaining your view.

need To Know
context the environment in 
which a text is created or the 
situation in which a person 
lives

position to push readers 
or audiences to respond 
to a text in a certain way
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Wordsmith . . .
cHoosing language To crafT THe imagery of place
imagery and figurative language are powerful tools in constructing representations. 
Using various language devices, we can create a representation of almost 
‘photographic’ quality. imagery is also a tool for the writer to communicate a mood or 
a set of ideas beyond the descriptive words.

Consider the way the extract below conveys a vivid picture, as well as information 
about the feelings and experience of the person.

from Land’s Edge 
by Tim Winton
.  .  .  the winter sun finally comes out to burn the sky clear of cloud and the kids 
and I gallop onto the beach to play. An easterly wind spikes out across the broad 
lagoon flattening the sea and running rashes across it in cold gusts. Under the 
sun the water shows its mottling of deeps and shallows, black and turquoise, reef 
and sand, dark and light, its coming and its going. The blunted swell butts against 
the barrier reef  .  .  .  way out the horizon looks like a ripsaw. At first glimpse of the 
Indian Ocean I stop running and feel the relief unwinding in my chest, in my 
neck and shoulders  .  .  .  The sand is cold beneath our feet and the dunes damp and 
spicy with marram grass and saltbush  .  .  .  Down at the low-water mark, at the 
scalloped edges of the shore, the water is gigglingly cold. Clouds rise around 
our feet  .  .  .  There is no one else around. I flinch at the sound of a school 
of whitebait cracking the surface a few metres away. It’s alive out there. 
After the still, exhausted Aegean, where nothing moves but the plastic 
bags, it seems like a miracle  .  .  .  There is nowhere else I’d rather be.

1 The table below summarises the writer’s reference to the five senses. What can you 
add to it from the text?

Sight Sound Smell Taste Touch

sky clear of cloud a school of 
whitebait 
cracking the 
surface

spicy with 
marram grass 
and saltbush

the water is 
gigglingly cold

flattening the sea

descriptive language to create mood and tone
Careful selection of language also provides the reader with clues about the subject’s 
feelings and mood. The language used in the extract above creates a clearer picture 
for the reader of the way people and objects move, and in doing so creates an 
atmosphere that we interpret as content, hopeful and energised.
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2 What mood or feeling is conveyed about this person’s experience in the following 
words: gallop, unwinding, gigglingly cold?

3 The author compares the Aegean Sea to the sea in front of him. What words describe 
and contrast the two places? What information does this provide about his attitude 
to the place he is in?

4 Apart from the final sentence, which line in the text expresses his love for this place?
5 Which line or phrase represents a feeling of peacefulness?

over To you …

Consider what parts of the image below lend themselves to descriptive language.

Crowded train and platform in India

1 imagine yourself in the place pictured above. How would you feel? What can you 
see, smell, taste, touch and hear? Create a table like the one below and brainstorm 
words that describe the picture in terms of the five senses.

Sight Sound Smell Touch Taste

colour and people shouts wood smoke sweat and heat dust

Create an example of each of the following.

Metaphor Personification Onomatopoeia Simile Adverbs

The train lay 
helpless

groan sweatily

2 Write a paragraph describing the experience of being here and communicating your 
emotion, whether positive or negative.

My view . . .
Does the experience of travel influence the way that writers construct 
representations of people and places? Does travel promote more understanding 
of other people and different places? Does travel experience result in 
representations that reflect understanding and appreciation for destinations and 
the way of life there?
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represenTing eTHics
How do representations shape reader responses to ethical 
issues?
Have you ever read a book or article that has provoked a strong emotional or 
intellectual reaction in you? You don’t have to travel far, often you don’t need to 
leave your lounge room, to be confronted by images and ideas about people living 
in difficult conditions all over the world. Travel ethics refers to principles of right and 
wrong that guide our behaviour when we are visitors in another country. 

in 2005, an advertising company in india designed and employed a concept 
known as ambient advertising to bring attention to the social issue of child beggars 
in Mumbai. A life-size photographic image of a child, hand stretched forward, was 
applied to the glass doors of public buildings, creating an intensely ‘real’ encounter for 
those exiting the building. A ‘push’ sign carried the message of the advertisement; the 
text said ‘PUSH him out of begging, not just out of the way’. The ad was created for a 
group called Childcare india and invited people to see that begging is a problem with 
solutions, if only people would be less willing to simply ignore beggars or accept them 
as part of the landscape.

Subvertisement for Childcare India

The word subvertisement is a neologism, or newly coined word. it is a combination of 
two words, subvert and advertisement. Subvertising is a form of advertising that aims to 
raise awareness about issues affecting society. it challenges people to consider ethical 
questions about consumption and human rights. These are ‘anti-ads’ in that they do 
not promote goods for sale but challenge consumers to think about the ethics of their 
lifestyle. The subvertisement on this page has won awards.

in the journal entry on the next page, an expatriate living in Phnom Penh reflects on 
the dilemma of dealing with child beggars in particular.

7.2

need To Know
ethics a code of principles 
that guides the conduct 
of a group of people 

Use the Subvertisement 
weblink in your 
eBookPLUS to see the 
subadvertisement online.
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March 18, 2011
The first two words I learned when I arrived here were ‘Sua s’dei’ 
which means hello and ‘Tey’ which means no. I soon learned that 
when you live in a place of extreme poverty, the word ‘no’ is a way 
of life. As a Westerner you are constantly bombarded with requests 
for money, purchases or offers of transport.

I’ve been living here a while now. Long enough to feel comfortable 
about some things but not long enough to be comfortable with the 
issue of beggars.

She is probably 7, although it is hard to tell. Children here are 
usually much older than they appear. She stands in front of me with 
her hand outstretched. Her fine features and doll-like appearance 
suggest she is some mother’s prize but the dust-covered dress tells 
another story. It’s the end of the day and her face and body have 
given up. The hand is on autopilot and she looks at me saying the 
words but her spirit isn’t in it. She is tired of playing the game and 
so am I.

I have heard the stories and seen the headlines about mothers 
selling their daughters to begging gangs. Children are often 
working the streets for money that they never see the benefit of. 
The police do what they can to get them off the streets. I shook 
my head, ‘Tey, Ahr tey. I have no money’, I said as if she could 
understand me. I was tired of saying no. I didn’t want to be just 
another white Westerner saying no and moving on.

We all play roles in life: student, teacher, business people, and beggars. We all do what is 
expected of us.

Tourists visiting destinations play their roles too. You can spot their uniform easily: 
comfortable shoes and cameras. Their role is to be amazed, enjoy food, sights and be grateful 
that they get to go home to their own reality at the end of their trip. As a short-term visitor 
you can get comfortable deflecting the pleading beggars and reassure yourself that it isn’t 
your problem and that begging is illegal at best. But as a person living with the problem day 
in and day out, I am challenged to do more.

She didn’t seem to register and kept her hand in position while glancing around. I opened 
my bag and reached inside. I had her attention and she moved in closer, becoming more 
insistent. I motioned for her to sit down in front of me. She folded her body down in a 
weary heap. I gave her some fruit and then some bun loaf.

Tourists develop the belief that child beggars are devious rats. I watched one day as 
a tourist stomped his foot to shoo them away like you see people do with pigeons. The 
children scattered and absorbed another lesson about Westerners.

Obviously someone is teaching them. It may not be their parents or a gang in the 
background. It may have been the tourists who gave them cash and taught them that this 
was an acceptable lifestyle for them, instead of responding to them as the human beings 
that they are.

I pressed the play button on my iPod and removed the earphones from my pocket and 
held it to her ear. She pushed her head closer to the sound and after a moment of startled 
wonder her face broke into a smile.

She had something in her belly and music in her ears. I wasn’t solving her problems, but 
it was a first step in the right direction.
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Activities . . .
undersTanding personal perspectives
Getting started
 1 Whose perspective (point of view) is given in the recount?
 2 List the words the writer uses to describe the child beggar.

Working through
 3 Outline the writer’s beliefs about giving to beggars.
 4 What does the narrator believe about the attitude of some tourists visiting the 

city?
 5 How can she tell the tourists from the locals?
 6 How does she believe the children have learned to beg?

inTerpreTing and analysing personal perspectives
Getting started
 7 What is the problem with giving beggars money according to this reflection?

Working through
 8 is there anything in the recount that makes you assume that begging is a normal 

part of life in this city? List your evidence.
 9 The narrator describes the child beggar. What impression does it create of her? 

How does it make you feel towards her?
10 What does the narrator see as the solution to the problem of begging?
11 What does the writer invite us to believe about tourists?
12 How is the context of the writer different from the tourists that she observes?

Going further
13 The writer includes several passages where she reflects on the broader issues 

of begging. What impact does this have on the reader? Does it influence their 
response to the story in any way?

reflecTing and responding to ethical issues
Getting started
14 How do you imagine you would respond if a person approached you in the 

street and asked you for money or food? What would you do?
15 How do you feel about the way the recount ended?
16 Suggest some alternative titles for this story.

Working through
17 Did the writer offer charity to the child or something else?
18 Which of the following statements best summarises the perspective presented 

in this recount? Use examples from the text to support your response.
 ● Beggars are dirty and should be avoided.
 ● All people should be treated with dignity and respect.
 ● Beggars need and deserve our charity.

19 in groups of three or four, create a freeze frame of one of the moments in 
the recount. Hold your frame for 60 seconds and allow the audience to write 
down only what they see. Rotate through the frames until each group has 
had a chance to write down what they see. Come together and discuss the 
interpretations you made. Were the scenes enacted differently to the way you 
interpreted them when you read the narrative? Did you see something in the 
freeze frame that you didn’t notice when you were reading?
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Going further
20 How has the narrator’s perspective shaped your thinking about beggars?
21 What is the impact of the writer’s perspective? Does it educate or inform us, 

move us to feel sympathy, invite compassion, or something else?  
Select a passage and explain how it fulfils one of these purposes.

22 Rewrite the incident recounted in the journal entry from a  
third-person point of view. How does this affect the  
power of the text?

206 English is … Year 10

liTeracy link
representing stereotypes
Travel brochures and texts written by foreigners 
visiting a destination often contain stereotypes. 
Australians are often stereotyped and 
represented using a narrow set of traits that 
are then associated with Australians in general. 
Can you think of what some of these might be? 
Rob Sitch and Tom Gleisner are two Australian 
comedic writers who specialise in satire — a 
form of humour used to highlight and bring 
attention to social issues. They have published 
several satirical travel guides, including 

Phaik Tan and Molvania, to entertain readers 
with stereotypical experiences of travel in 
Asia and Eastern Europe.

Seek out these books and see if you find 
them humorous. Why do we find some 
stereotypes so humorous?

What kind of power do you think 
stereotypical representations have on 
people who travel? 

Representing the ethics of voluntourism
The feature article below represents a perspective on the trend of voluntourism. The 
writer adopts several persuasive techniques in constructing his view of voluntourists 
and those involved in the industry, and invites you as the reader to share his viewpoint.

need To Know
voluntourism volunteer 
tourism; the act of spending 
part or whole of a holiday 
working for a charitable cause 
or volunteering in some other 
way. The traveller pays for the 
trip, and may also pay a fee to 
the charitable cause.

subjective language word 
choices that are derived from 
emotion and feeling

1

5

10

15

from Why you shouldn’t participate in voluntourism
by Richard Stupart 
Before you run off to do good, it’s worth stopping to consider some 
ethical basics.
Nobody decides to travel halfway around the world to spend 
weeks or months of their life undermining a local community. But 
voluntourism — like that famous quote about the paving on the road 
to hell — often comes close  .  .  .  

Voluntourism has gained an appeal amongst travelers with a wide 
range of motivations, time, and skills, from volunteers in organised 
groups such as the Kiva Fellows to handfuls of backpackers stopping 
off for a week in Siem Reap. The appeal of wanting to get involved in 
‘making things better’ for local groups, orphanages, schools or other 
projects is the glue that holds many different strains of voluntourism 
together. And the ground on which fierce debates have raged for a 
few years already on whether particular flavours of voluntourism are 
helpful, ethically bankrupt, or simply benign.

The title is provocative and 
gives a directive to the reader. 
(1)

First line captures the intention 
of the article. (3–4)

Uses direct and inclusive 
language: addressing the 
reader as ‘you’ (3)

Appeals to the logic of the 
reader as well as their ethos of 
‘doing good for others’ (5–6)

The writer uses subjective 
language to emphasise the 
seriousness of the issues. (15)

ethically bankrupt: without any 
ethics or morals (17)

benign: harmless (17)
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The writer appeals to the 
values of the audience with a 
directive. (19)

Conversational tone engages 
reader. (21)

Subjective language indicates 
the writer’s opinion about 
people. (23–24,28)

The writer appeals to the logic 
of the reader by giving reasons 
for his opinion and introduces 
the example with the phrase ‘in 
the first instance’. (24)

incentivize: to give motivation 
or monetary  incentive to do 
something (27)

A real example supports the 
writer’s opinion. (30–37)

notice that the writer continues 
to encourage the reader to 
consider the ethos of their 
actions. He appeals to their fair 
mindedness. (38–42)

nGO: a non-government 
organisation. They are 
responsible for delivering aid to 
people in need. (55)

Throughout the article, the 
writer’s voice intervenes to 
support reader engagement.
and show empathy with the 
reader. (59,60)

If you are intending to do some good on your next journey abroad, 
you have a responsibility to be aware of some of the practical and 
ethical questions that you are likely to confront on the way  .  .  .  
Let’s start from the top. I want to volunteer at an orphanage  .  .  .  
Orphanage love programs, while fantastic for pulling at the heart 
strings of travelers, positively overflow with ethical and practical 
problems.

In the first instance — and particularly in areas of extreme poverty — 
foreigners paying money either to operators or to orphanages directly 
for the privilege of interacting actually serves to create a market for 
orphans. Yes, that’s right. It can incentivize places to find orphans 
purely for the purpose of leeching dollars from gullible folk who feel 
they are helping to fix the facilities/feed the children/do general good.

By way of example, Siem Reap in Cambodia was briefly exposed 
not too long ago for having orphanages that were actually full of 
children with real parents. It was cost effective for orphanage-pimps 
to rent them off their parents for the day so that they could play 
or perform for gullible tourists for a healthy profit in donations. A 
quick google search for ‘Siem Reap orphanage volunteer’  .  .  .  suggests 
that this sordid market remains well supplied with the cash of well-
intentioned travelers  .  .  .  
OK, so no orphanages. What about a building project in  .  .  .  
Building projects, whether helping to paint murals or erect whole 
structures in places such as Peru may not be quite as obviously fraught 
with problems as orphanages, but nevertheless deserve a pause and 
reflection on your part as participant.

It’s useful, for example, to take a look at how the project is structured. 
Who are you working with? How are you working with them? Is it 
part of a larger plan?  .  .  .  

Odds are good, for example, that basic building supplies exist for 
sale in the area, and that there are people already skilled in masonry 
and other artisinal practices nearby. Where situations like this exist, 
your participation as a (probably) unskilled participant might be best 
directed at doing work that will allow local community members to 
practice their professions in a paid capacity onsite. Such approaches 
promote employment, get things built faster, and support the local 
economy  .  .  .  

If you have particular specialist skills that are not easily available 
locally, then consider partnering with an [NGO] organisation that 
can use those skills  .  .  .  Not everyone can set up a decent website, and 
that makes your contribution necessary and valuable in a way that 
your grunt labour isn’t  .  .  .  

Oh God. Can I do no right?!
You can. And there are many reasons that you should  .  .  .  If you are 

taking the trouble to go out of your comfort zone to make life better 
for others, the least you can do is your homework, and to be aware of 
the complexity of the questions you need to ask.

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60 Use the Voluntourism 
article weblink in your 
eBookPLUS to read 
Richard Stupart’s full 
article online.
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Activities . . .

undersTanding the ethics of voluntourism
Getting started
 1 What is a voluntourist? Why might someone become a voluntourist?
 2 What do the letters ‘nGO’ stand for? What work do they do?

Working through
 3 What does the writer say is the ‘glue’ that holds voluntourism together?
 4 What does the writer believe about the responsibility of people intending to 

participate in voluntourism?
 5 What are two problems that can be created by voluntourism, according to the writer?
 6 Find and list two words from the text that describe voluntourists.

Going further
 7 Does the writer think that voluntourism is positive or negative? Explain your 

answer giving examples from the text.

analysing and inTerpreTing persuasive language
Getting started
 8 Give an example of a persuasive technique used by the writer to engage the 

reader.
 9 Give three examples from the text of subjective language that expresses the 

attitude of the writer.

Working through
10 Who is the target audience? Give a reason for your answer.
11 The writer uses logic in his efforts to persuade the reader. Give an example of a 

phrase that indicates a logical appeal.
12 The writer also appeals to the emotions of the reader in developing his 

perspective. Give two examples of this.
13 Use the table below to gather examples of each of the following in this text:

Logic Ethical principles Subjectivity

What it is:

Use of logical reasoning 
to make a case for or 
against something

What it is:

The principles and values 
guiding conduct and activity

What it is:

The emotions associated 
with beliefs, values and 
opinions

How it works:

Appeals to a logical 
chain of reasoning and 
makes use of:

 ● facts and statistics
 ● concrete examples 

from real life or history
 ● expert knowledge
 ● quotes.

How it works:

 ● Establishes the writer’s 
credibility as a person of 
principle and shared values

 ● Develops the reader’s ethics 
by affirming their good 
intentions and encouraging 
them to act in accordance 
with their beliefs.

How it works:

 ● Appeals to the reader’s 
emotions about an issue

 ● Uses emotive or 
subjective language in 
descriptions

 ● Uses emotional 
narratives to support 
points.

Example:

‘nobody decides to 
travel halfway around the 
world to spend weeks 
or months of their life 
undermining a local 
community.’

Example:

‘if you are intending to do 
some good on your next 
journey abroad, you have a 
responsibility to be aware.  .  .’

Example:

‘it can incentivize places to 
find orphans purely for the 
purpose of leeching dollars 
from gullible folk who feel 
they are helping.  .  .’

208 English is … Year 10

need To Know
ethos the spirit or attitude 
of a group or a person

Interactivity: 
You be the writer: 
Subjective and objective 
language 
Searchlight iD:  int-3062
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 Locate other examples of the way the writer has used logic, ethical principles 
and subjectivity to construct the text.

Going further
14 What do you think is meant by the saying ‘The road to hell is paved with good 

intentions’? How does this quote support the purpose of the article?

reflecTing and responding to representations of 
voluntourism
Getting started
15 Consider the title of the article. What might you believe as a result of reading the 

title?
16 How do you think the writer wants you to feel about voluntourism after reading 

this article?

Working through
17 What sort of person might be motivated to participate in voluntourism?
18 Can you think of reasons for the popularity of voluntourism in contemporary 

society?

Going further
19 Formulate a list of questions about ethical practices that you would ask an 

organisation that you were considering volunteering for.

creaTing in response to a text
Getting started
20 imagine you are going to volunteer with an nGO while on an overseas gap year. 

Do some research and locate two nGOs you would be interested in working for. 
Write down where they are, what they do and why their work interests you.

Working through
21 Do you agree or disagree with the opinion of the writer? Compose a letter to the 

writer, explaining your response to the article he has written.

Going further
22 You have been selected for an exchange program in Brazil. The organisation you 

are working for has asked that you give a speech drawing attention  
to the importance of young people volunteering their skills and  
knowledge overseas. Write a short persuasive speech that explains  
why it is worthwhile for young people to participate in  
voluntourism.

language link
portmanteau words
Voluntourism is a word that has emerged 
in recent times to describe the social 
phenomenon of tourism that exists for the 
purpose of humanitarian work. The creation 
of new words through combining two is 
an efficient way of labelling more complex 
concepts. Other examples include smoke and 
fog to create smog, Brad and Angelina to create 
Brangelina. All recently coined words are called 

neologisms but these particular kinds of 
words are called blends, or portmanteau 
words. Others include brunch and internet. 

not all portmanteau words survive. The word 
bodacious, for example, was popular during 
the 1980s but is not heard often in the 2010s. 

What other portmanteau words have 
you heard? Create some of your own.
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Wordsmith . . .

ciTing THe worK of oTHers in your wriTing
Research-based texts require that you make reference to the ideas, quotations or 
statistical information generated by other people. The only way to avoid plagiarism, 
a serious offence, is to cite the work in your writing and record the references in a 
bibliography.

Bibliographies should list all source materials used or consulted in the preparation of 
a text. The reference to someone else’s work in your own text is called a citation, and to 
acknowledge the work of others that you have used in your own writing is to cite it.

What does it look like?
A citation might look like this:

Stupart (2011, 45) suggests that ‘If you are intending to do some good on your next 
journey abroad, you have a responsibility to be aware of some of the practical and 
ethical questions that you are likely to confront on the way’.

Why do we need to acknowledge the work of other people?
 ● it is dishonest to use the ideas or words of another person without acknowledging 

them, as it gives the reader the impression that they are our own.
 ● Writing has greater authority when there is evidence of research and consultation of 

others who have already thought and written about the subject.
 ● it allows your reader to refer to those citations for their own research purposes.

Do I cite only direct quotes? No.
You need to cite the work of others when you:

 ● use a direct quote
 ● paraphrase (put into your own words) a quote
 ● refer to someone else’s idea in summary
 ● use a picture, table or statistics.

There are several styles of citation. Which one do I use?
Use the APA (American Psychological Association) or Harvard system. Both of these 
systems are author–date styles of citation. That means they use the surname of the 
person first, then the date of publication, and finally the page number reference. it 
would look like this: Stupart 2011, 45. if there are multiple authors being cited, all 
names must be included; for example, Stupart and Jones 2011, 45.

Where do I put it in the sentence?
There are a couple of options:

 ● You can place the citation immediately after you mention the expert, like this: 
According to Stupart (2011, 45) ‘If you are intending to do some good on your next 
journey abroad, you have a responsibility to be aware of some of the practical and 
ethical questions that you are likely to confront on the way’.

 ● You can place the citation at the end of the sentence, like this:
It is apparent though that ‘If you are intending to do some good on your next journey 
abroad, you have a responsibility to be aware of some of the practical and ethical 
questions that you are likely to confront on the way’. (Stupart 2011, 45)

Direct quotes must be enclosed in quotation marks but sometimes it is necessary to 
paraphrase or refer indirectly to someone’s work.
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How do I paraphrase?
The quotation:

‘If you are intending to do some good on your next journey abroad, you have a 
responsibility to be aware of some of the practical and ethical questions that you are 
likely to confront on the way’. (Stupart 2011, 45)

might become:
Stupart (2011, 45) believes that travellers should be responsible for questioning the 
ethics and practices of the activities they volunteer for.

Can I alter a direct quote to suit my sentence?
Yes, there are a number of ways you might do that.

 ● An ellipsis (.  .  .) can be used to shorten a sentence, like this:
‘If you are intending to do some good .  .  . be aware of some of the practical and ethical 
questions that you are likely to confront.  .  .’

 ● Square brackets [ ] can be used to add helpful information: 
‘The tourists [Australian] have an excellent reputation for bringing humour to travel 
groups.’

 ● When a quote is embedded within a sentence, the capitals beginning the sentence 
can be removed:

According to Stupart (2011, 45) ‘if you are intending to do some good on your next 
journey abroad, you have a responsibility to be aware of some of the practical and 
ethical questions that you are likely to confront on the way’.

over To you …

Write a paragraph that promotes the view that young people who are participating in 
gap year programs should consider the issues raised by Richard Stupart in the article 
on pages 206–7.

Within your paragraph, make use of a direct quote and a paraphrased quote from 
the article. Make sure you cite each one appropriately.

if you wish, use the following topic sentence to get you started:
‘if you are considering 
spending your gap year 
engaging in volunteer 
programs, there are a few 
things you might like to 
consider.’

My view . . .
Do travellers have a responsibility to consider the ethics of their travel, 
particularly their effect on people and environments? How do ethics shape the 
way writers create texts and the way readers respond to them?
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How do documentary film-makers 
represent people?
Observational documentaries are enjoying 
growing popularity, because they are not only 
informative but also extremely entertaining. 
Audiences rely on documentaries to represent 
real life ‘realistically’. These films often construct 
narratives in order to interest the audience  
and, in doing so, they create their own  
version of reality. Film-makers construct this  
reality using a combination of visuals, sound,  
music and editing techniques.

liTeraTure link
point of view in documentary
Documentary films can convey the director’s or film-
maker’s opinion or perspective in more ways than one.

Traditionally, documentaries use voiceover 
narration to guide the audience and lead them to 
certain conclusions about what they are seeing. 

However, in an observational documentary there is 
often no narrator. To convey opinion or viewpoint, 
the director (through the cinematographer or 
camera operator) uses the camera to decide what 
we see. The director then further selects and omits 
key dialogue and scenes. Careful editing creates 
a narrative structure and a perspective on the 
subject of the film.

Tell a story using the images provided on 
page 192. If you could use only the pictures to 
tell the story, what order would you put them 
in? Write a sentence under each one to indicate 
what you want it to communicate.

Mrs Carey’s Concert is an observational 
documentary that represents an Australian 
school and a selection of teachers and students 
as they plan and rehearse a concert at the 
Sydney Opera House. The film is a  
narrative of the journey that teachers  
and students take together. This documentary 
demonstrates how people can share the same 
journey but experience it in very different ways. 
in the following interview, Bob Connolly and 
Sophie Raymond, makers of Mrs Carey’s Concert, 
talk about the film-making process and creating 
a narrative structure.

need To Know
observational 
documentary a style of 
documentary in which the 
film-maker seeks to be a 
‘fly on the wall’ in order 
to observe events and 
behaviour without intrusion

represenTing people7.3
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Interview: Mrs Carey’s Concert
bob connolly: And it was a difficult film to edit because these narrative 
observational films, there’s no recourse to narration, which papers over cracks in the 
narrative sort of stuff, so you’ve got to look for your solution in the material itself.
sophie raymond: Yes.
bob connolly: And the narrative is — sure it’s called Mrs Carey’s Concert, so that’s 
the overarching narrative of it and it’s this journey that these girls take but which 
girls? Which ones do you concentrate on?  .  .  .  Which ones don’t you concentrate on? 
How do you resolve certain things that emerge during the shooting? Who takes 
the weight of the narrative? That’s really hard in the observational process because 
you’re all the time, just trying to catch stuff as it’s unfolding and you don’t know 
what’s happening. And in the editing it’s particularly difficult because that’s where 
you have to shape the statue from the block of marble. And in this film, much more 
than in any of the others, you’ve got these three or four characters that we’re working 
with and you’re streaming them and then in [a] way they’ve got their own separate 
journey that they’re undertaking but they’re also interrelating with each other.
sophie raymond: The best decision we made in the edit was that we actually 
started at the end and we thought the only place where everyone is in the one 
place at the one time sort of at the one moment is the Opera House. So we 
cut all that and I think it ended up being an hour and a half  .  .  .  They were the 
resolutions. So we actually started at the end and then went back and worked out 
and so, obviously, we cut so many characters out along the way, which was kind of 
heartbreaking but it had to be done.
bob connolly: What’s driving the film is that you go on a journey with a few of 
these people. You go on a journey with the whole 1200 people in the school but 
you go on a particular journey with two of them or one of them in, say, Emily 
Sun, the young violinist, who starts the film as an adolescent girl who is unsure 
of herself, who is hesitant, who is just beginning, you hope, to flower. So you see 
this flowering, in a way, take place. My objective as a documentary film-maker has 
always been to — the imperative that I follow is the same that all films should 
follow and that is to make people laugh and to make them cry, to hold them 
spellbound in a dark room and I’m just so pleased that that’s what seems to 
happen in this film and I think it’s because of those journeys that these 
girls take and they win and that’s uplifting.

language link
The camera representing reality
Camera work has a big impact on the way 
audiences experience a film. 

Two of the earliest film-makers were the 
Lumière brothers, of France. in January 1896, 
they screened their film L’Arrivée d’un Train 
en Gare de La Ciotat (‘The arrival of a train 
at La Ciotat Station’). So powerful was the 
camera work showing the train’s arrival, that 
the audience ran to the back of the theatre 

in a panic thinking the train was about to 
emerge from the screen. The effect can 
be attributed to the angle of the camera 
combined with the size of the shot and the 
forward motion of the train. 

Today, 3D pictures use technology to 
achieve this quality of life-like interaction.

Have you had any memorable 
experiences like this at the cinema?

Use the Interview: Mrs 
Carey’s Concert weblink 
in your eBookPLUS 
to view the interview 
with Bob Connolly and 
Sophie Raymond, the 
documentary makers.
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The review of Mrs Carey’s Concert provides us with information about the way 
that one person received its representations of music and school. Consider what the 
following review tells us about the way documentary representations are interpreted.

Activities . . .

undersTanding narrative in documentary
Getting started
 1 What can you tell about the story from the title, Mrs Carey’s Concert?
 2 What does Bob Connolly say is ‘uplifting’ about the story in this documentary?

Working through
 3 What does Bob Connolly say is difficult about narrative observational film?
 4 What is the ‘overarching’ narrative in Mrs Carey’s Concert?
 5 What other narratives are present in this film?
 6 What does Connolly mean when he asks who will take the ‘weight of the 

narrative’?
 7 What comparison does he make with shaping the film’s narrative?
 8 What choice do the film-makers make in sequencing the narrative?

Going further
 9 What does this interview reveal to you about how ‘real’ the representations of 

students might be in this documentary?

reflecTing on the nature of documentary representations
Getting started
10 Do you think documentary film can be purely observational or is there always an 

element of ‘performance’ when cameras are present?

Working through
11 What do Sophie Raymond’s comments tell you about the way representations 

are constructed in documentary films?

Going further
12 What have you learned about Connolly’s values during the interview? How 

might these values influence the message of the film?

The title hints at the reviewer’s 
final opinion. (1)

The bold information before 
the article begins is known as 
the ‘standfirst’. (3–4)

introduction trigger: ‘The 
show must go on.’ The opening 
phrase is catchy and sets the 
tone for the review. (5–7)

The reviewer notes the film’s 
realistic representation. The 
documentary is deemed highly 
successful based on how close 
it is to ‘reality’. (11)

1

5

10

Grace notes
Review by Sandra Hall
Dramas behind the scenes of a musical performance make enthralling 
viewing.
‘The show must go on.’ That mantra has given birth to a million movie 
musicals, many of which have retained the power to give you a high every 
time you watch them.

Yet next to none of them would claim much relationship with reality. 
Even if they’re inspired by the life of a musician or a composer, they tend 
to turn into fairytales before the end of the first song.

Mrs Carey’s Concert, on the other hand, is firmly rooted in reality.

Use the Mrs Carey’s 
Concert review weblink in 
your eBookPLUS to read the 
review ‘Grace notes’ online. 
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Synopsis — outlines key 
events that serve to promote 
interesting moments in the film 
(12–14)

Opinionative language (15–16)

informative paragraph 
provides background to the 
documentary’s creation. (18–22)

The narative is constructed 
using a protagonist (Mrs Carey) 
and antagonist (iris). (24)

The narative is further 
developed through the story of 
Emily. (47–50)

Short paragraphs (56)

Recommendation (57–58)

It’s a documentary about the Sydney independent high school, MLC 
Burwood, its head music teacher and the effort she puts into producing 
the school’s end-of-year concert at the Opera House. Yet, despite its 
close relationship to the present, this is a film as spirited as any feel-good 
fantasy in the annals of the movie musical. The heroic Karen Carey and 
her dedication to the art of getting the show up and running ensure it.

The concert is staged every two years and the program is invariably 
made up of pieces in the classical tradition. Carey believes great music to 
be one of the essential building blocks in the education of young minds. 
Thus, all 1200 students are required to take part whether or not they want 
to. And a few of them definitely do not want to.

To them, music is a bore, rehearsals a bind and Carey an impediment.
Carey’s chief antagonist is Iris, one of the school’s sophisticates. She’s 

tall and attractive, with a finely honed sense of drama. When Iris is on 
screen, there’s much hair-tossing. She has a very easy relationship with 
the camera and formidable debating skills.

Once she’s in full flow, Carey tends to fall silent, looking bemused. Her 
silence, however, should not be construed as defeat. Far from it .  .  .

The program is demanding — Brahms, Ravel, Bruch, a new violin 
piece by the school’s resident composer, Damian Barbeler, and the grand 
chorus from Verdi’s Aida memorised and sung in Italian by the whole 
student body.

Add in the recalcitrant Iris and her friends and the stage seems set 
for the kind of eruptions that burst out of the shallows of reality TV. Yet 
it never happens. While there are wrangles and standoffs, there are no 
temper tantrums. Nor does Carey exhibit the brand of theatricality you 
might expect from somebody devoted to high art.

When trying to drum up enthusiasm from her students, she likes to 
tell them about her own school days in the country, where the possibility 
of a school music department was unimaginable. She’s obsessive 
but unpretentious — large, comfortably dishevelled and blissfully 
unselfconscious before the camera. At the concert, she wears make-up 
for the first time in the film and even then there’s no vanity involved. It 
seems more a matter of ritual — donning war paint in preparation for a 
monumental challenge .  .  .

The concert’s main soloist is to be Emily Sun, an exceptionally gifted 
violin scholarship student who, like Iris, is from a Chinese family. She’s 
a reluctant star who has been playing truant and Carey is having to be as 
tactful as she knows how to bring her into line.

When she does, a new problem arises. While Emily’s technique is 
faultless, her playing needs more passion. How does she feel about the 
music? Carey wants to know and Emily can’t tell her. Exasperated, she 
explains to the camera that if she tries to put it into words, the music 
loses all meaning.

And in the end, she’s absolutely right.
On the night, the music says it all and Emily is now en route to a full 

scholarship in London at the Royal College of Music.

The Sydney Morning Herald, 30 April 2011
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Activities . . .
idenTifying and analysing representations  
in a review
Getting started
 1 What does the reviewer think makes this documentary different from other 

movie musicals?
 2 Who does the reviewer consider to be the ‘stars’ of the show?
 3 What does ‘recalcitrant’ (line 34) mean? What other words could be used instead?

Working through
 4 Who has the reviewer chosen to focus on in the review? Why do you think she 

has done this?
 5 Which character does the reviewer represent negatively? Give an example of the 

language that supports this reading.
 6 According to the reviewer, what makes iris Mrs Carey’s antagonist?
 7 The reviewer compares Mrs Carey putting on make-up to the ‘donning [of ] war 

paint’. What effect does this description have on your view of Mrs Carey? How is 
the reader positioned to see her?

 8 Emily Sun is mentioned towards the end of the article. How is she represented? 
Why do you think she has not been mentioned more during the review?

Going further
 9 Do you agree with Mrs Carey’s view that great music is ‘one of the essential 

building blocks in the education of young minds’? Why or why not?

reflecTing and responding to a review
Getting started
10 Do you agree with the reviewer’s opinion of iris and Mrs Carey? Explain why.
11 if you had never seen this film, what parts of the review make it sound most 

interesting?

Working through
12 The reviewer claims that Mrs Carey’s Concert is ‘firmly rooted in reality’. if you 

have seen the film, comment on whether or not you agree with this statement. if 
not, why do you think audiences tend to see documentaries as reality?

13 Can you tell anything about the reviewer’s values based on what she has said in 
the text?

14 What is the invited reading of this review? How is the writer inviting the reader 
to view this film?

15 Write a short review that foregrounds Emily Sun as the ‘star’ of Mrs Carey’s concert.

Going further
16 How do you think your personal experience of school might influence your 

interpretation of Mrs Carey’s Concert?
17 Mrs Carey’s Concert has been described as a ‘journey’ for those involved: Mrs 

Carey, Emily and iris. Based on what you have read, which character ‘travels’ the 
greatest distance on that journey? Explain why.

18 Re-read the interviews with the documentary makers on page 213 and compare 
it with the comments by the reviewer. Do the two texts support or contradict 
each other? Explain your view.

language link
documentary styles
Documentaries can be 
divided into four styles.

Poetic documentary: 
organised images by 
associations and shapes; 
these documentaries are 
more like an impressionistic 
artwork communicating 
ideas in an abstract way.

Expository: these are 
characterised by a strong 
opinion and communicate 
a message very directly 
with the audience, often 
through voiceover or direct 
comments on screen.

Mockumentary: a satirical 
fiction film that mimics the 
features of documentary 
but uses actors to play roles 
and construct a humorous 
perspective about a social 
issue or institution.

Observational: avoids 
interference with film 
subjects; the camera acts like 
a ‘fly on the wall’, showing 
events as they happen.

It is not unusual for 
documentary film-makers 
to include several styles 
in their film. Do you know 
any documentaries that 
fit these categories? 
Name some that you have 
watched.

need To Know
invited reading the 
perspective an audience is 
encouraged to accept in a text
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Constructing an image
The documentary of Mrs Carey’s Concert can be analysed in part by considering the 
information held in a single still image taken from the film. 

Consider the image below and notice the elements that make up its composition. 
Then view the other still images from the documentary on page 218 before 
completing the activities.

need To Know
composition the way 
an image is arranged

Image 1: Mrs Carey conducting

Shot size: mid shot 
provides information 
from the waist up, with 
elements of foreground 
and background 
present.

Camera angle: low 
angle in relation to the 
main subject. We are at 
eye-level with seated 
students.

Eyeline: the camera 
angle creates an eyeline 
that draws our eyes 
upwards.

Placement: Mrs Carey 
occupies the highest 
space in the image and 
is a single figure against 
a black backdrop. The 
students fill the space 
beneath her.

Focal point: Mrs Carey is the focal point for 
several reasons — her placement at the top 
of the shot, the fact that her face is clearly 
visible, her being in full light and the fact that 
the camera angle draws our eyes up towards 
her.

Posture/expression: Mrs Carey’s expression is 
strong, powerful, serious and engaged. The 
students’ faces are concentrated on their task 
and away from Mrs Carey. The body language 
of the conductor is upright, animated and 
confident. The students are in a lower position 
bent over music and instruments, half of their 
faces invisible to the camera.

Proximity: the 
conductor and 
musicians are close 
together and arranged 
in a way that shows 
they are focused on the 
same task.

Lighting: Mrs Carey is in 
full light, students are in 
a lower level of light.

Connotation: Mrs Carey 
is powerful, passionate 
and in control.
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Image 2: Iris during 
rehearsal time

Image 3: Emily Sun during 
private rehearsal time

Activities . . . 

analysing and inTerpreTing a still image
Getting started
 1 What size is each of the images?
 2 What camera angles were used to create them?
 3 How is a focal point created in each image?

Working through
 4 Consider image 2 closely. How is iris represented in this shot?
 How would the message of this shot change if it was a long shot that included 

more background?
 5 Consider image 3.

a As an observer, what information are we given in this image? What are the 
denotations?

b Why might the director have chosen this shot? What are the connotations?
 6 Analyse image 3 using composition criteria such as shot size, camera angle, 

eyeline, placement, proximity, posture/expression, focal point, lighting.
 7 What emotion or mood is evoked by the composition of this shot? How does it 

represent the role of teachers and students?
 8 How would the meaning change if the violinist was facing the camera?

need To Know
denotation the objects or 
symbols that make up an  
image
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Constructing representations through dialogue
in documentaries without a narrator, the film-maker carefully selects scenes to include, 
often based on the dialogue that takes place in that scene. The dialogue assists with 
constructing the narrative and plays an important role in informing, provoking and 
guiding the reader to respond. 

in the transcript below, teacher and student have a conversation about their 
different perspectives on participation in the performance process. These two 
individuals express a very different experience of the same journey.

Transcript from Mrs Carey’s Concert
[Rehearsal room, whole school practising song segment. Teacher stops students 
and speaks.]
teacher: Okay, it’s nice — maybe that’s all you can do. I don’t know, it’s just so 
nice, it’s so safe — sorry it’s really boring. Don’t talk, just sit.
[Students sit. Murmurs]
You are privileged beyond belief. And with that privilege comes a responsibility 
to actually do something with it. And .  .  . your opportunity on this occasion is 
to communicate music in an incredibly intense and meaningful way with an 
audience. And backing off and going [huffs] ‘Oh I don’t care’ is not good enough. 
Please do not squander the opportunity. It’s just so rare. Please value it. And do 
something with it.
[iris speaks to camera, after students leave, about her view.]
iris: I get the vibe that she really wants me to sort of, you know, participate, sing 
my heart out sort o’ thing but yeah, I think she also knows that I’m not gonna do 
that and that’s I guess that’s where the challenge is .  .  .
[Footage of teachers laughing and exiting the room]
iris: I know how things work. I’m not completely clueless in that area. You know, 
an’ how humans relate to each other, it comes pretty easy to me, which is, um, why 
I sort of shut down my teachers that easily — ha.
[Footage of teachers continued]
iris: They’re not  .  .  .  that complicated to read you know? Their weaknesses come 
up front really and all I have to do is .  .  . exploit that really, I guess. I sound like a 
complete bitch at the moment, but you know. Stuff happens.
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[Close up shot. External view of an office door with signage: THE DIRECTOR 
OF MUSIC. MRS CAREY’s voice is overlaid before moving inside where she and 
Iris sit.]
mrs carey: I make no apologies for the fact that I love music.
iris: No worries.
mrs carey: I went to a tiny little country high school — didn’t have any music at 
school. And my first experience was when I actually decided to study, I came and 
studied at the Conservatorium. And the very first thing that I got involved in was 
a thing called um — which you might know and you might not — was Bach’s St 
Matthew’s Passion and it involved a lot of voices and it changed my life; completely 
changed my life. I didn’t know music making was about that. And I thought to 
myself, ‘Wow’. Fancy having been at school all that time and never actually having 
had that experience. And I thought. And ever since I’ve been a teacher, I’ve always 
wanted to actually create — not just for a handful but for everybody to enjoy that 
experience, to enjoy that sense of what the power it gives you to be part of everybody 
— this huge big team — trying to make something that’s really extraordinary. That’s 
all I’m trying to do.
iris: I’m not doubting that the final result will actually be  .  .  .  brilliant. I’m sure it will 
be. It’s just that the process is a bit tedious sometimes.
mrs carey: I understand that.
.  .  .
iris: I’m not speaking on just behalf of myself.
mrs carey: I’m fully aware you’re not the only one that thinks that. But I would 
really — it would mean a lot to me and I cannot tell you enough, if .  .  . if .  .  . even if you 
don’t ever do it in a rehearsal, even if you only do it in the performance, that somehow 
you could show me that in the end you actually know how to be part of a team.
iris: Mmm, um, so basically the entire idea or, like, thing you’re trying to come across 
to everyone is just being part of a team.
mrs carey: Exactly.
iris: That’s where the whole yesterday — that lady was going on about — something 
about being ‘safe’ and something about life and all this .  .  . stuff.
[Mrs Carey tries to speak.]
mrs carey: I tell you where she comes from: she goes out to outback NSW, and she 
draws in all these people who don’t even have the opportunity we have and I know 
about them because I’ve been brought up in them and I’ve taught in them. They don’t 
have anything like this — absolutely nothing like this and she’s convincing these 
kids that they are talented and clever and can do anything, and their self-esteem and 
their image of themselves and what they can do just goes up in leaps and bounds. 
And I ’spose for her when she comes into a place like this and these kids have all this 
opportunity — wish they’d just grab it by the neck .  .  .
iris: Right, yeh, but the thing is right — there’s a difference between like, um, having 
the opportunity and seizing it and having the opportunity and forcing it upon 
someone else. And that completely — like as someone from the other side (being 
the person who’s actually being told what to do) — the effect that you guys 
want to achieve on us is completely reversed, because we don’t want to be 
there. You know it’s not completely wasted, it will be a good result, it’s 
just, it might be fantastic if you take the people who don’t want to be 
there out of it.
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Activities . . . 

analysing and inTerpreTing representations  
in dialogue
Getting started
 1 What is the teacher frustrated about in the address to students at the start of the 

transcript?
 2 The transcript tells us that students murmur. What can we assume about the 

students’ reaction to her comments?

Working through
 3 The transcript shows that there is footage of the teachers interspersed with  

iris talking about them. What reasons might the director have had for doing  
this?

 4 How does iris represent herself as a person in the segment after rehearsal?
 5 Does your view of her change through the dialogue in the office?
 6 What does Mrs Carey reveal about her values and motives for putting on the 

concert?
 7 How do her values, concerning music and participation, differ from iris’s?

reflecTing and responding to representations in  
dialogue
Getting started
 8 Whose opinion — iris’s or Mrs Carey’s — do you support? Why?

Working through
 9 How would the representation of iris be altered if the second scene was not 

included?
10 if footage and dialogue are deliberately selected in the making of a 

documentary, what do you think was the purpose of including the scene in the 
office?

11 if you attended this school, where would you place yourself on this school 
‘journey’?

Going further
12 ‘Different people experience the same journey differently.’  What does the 

conversation in the office scene reveal about this statement?

creaTing based on representations in a documentary
Getting started
13 Write a character profile of iris, using all the information given about her in the 

texts and images in this section.

Working through
14 Debate the topic: ‘This documentary shows that through participation in a team 

activity, we can develop our character, spirit and intellect in ways that cannot be 
achieved in any individual activity’.

Going further
15 ‘Mrs Carey embodies all that is great about teaching adolescents’. is this an 

accurate comment about the representation of Mrs Carey in the documentary? 
Explain your view.

16 Conduct a Socratic Circle on the transcript on pages 219–20.
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My view . . .
How is it that people can share the same place, and interact with the same 
people, but experience it all in different ways? What role do documentaries  
play in exploring questions like these? What can we learn from documentary  
film-making about how representations of people and places are constructed?

Wordsmith . . .
analysing represenTaTions in documenTary
Writing an effective analytical paragraph is critical to the requirements of an analytical 
essay. Without sentences that fulfil the roles of context, evidence and analysis, your 
paragraph cannot be analytical.

The paragraph needs a topic sentence, a context sentence — introducing the quote or 
descriptive example, a quote or descriptive example, an analysis, and a closing sentence.

 ● Topic sentence. This nominates the central topic for discussion in the paragraph.
Selection of dialogue plays a pivotal role in representing teachers and students as 
equals in Mrs Carey’s Concert.

 ● Context sentence. This tells the reader where your example is situated in the text you 
are examining.
For example, when we encounter Mrs Carey and Iris having a serious conversation in 
her office, we anticipate trouble.

 ● Quote. The use of a quote or descriptive example provides the evidence to support 
your point.
Instead, we hear lines such as, ‘I understand that’ and ‘so the whole idea is  .  .  .’ and two 
people who are actually listening to each other’s viewpoint.

 ● Analysis. This sentence provides an explanation of how the example proves your point.
Connolly’s inclusion of this scene alters our view of the tumultuous relationship between 
Mrs Carey and Iris, and it challenges all our previous thinking.

 ● Closing sentence. This returns the reader to your original idea and concludes your point.
The dialogue in the scene communicates that, even after all the drama, teachers and 
students can have a harmonious relationship based on mutual respect.
When you are analysing a text, you may not always be using quotes as your evidence. 

You may instead be using a descriptive example, such as the composition of a shot.
The promotional shot of Mrs Carey conducting the orchestra communicates that 

Mrs Carey is passionate about music . This is evident in the commanding position of 
her figure in this shot. The shot could be described like this:

Mrs Carey is made the focal point of this shot through the camera’s low angle, her 
stance above the students, her upright figure in full light and her placement against a 
black backdrop. 
 The viewer’s eye is drawn upwards and settles on the figure foregrounded as 
most significant in the shot: Mrs Carey. The composition of this promotional image 
reinforces the tenacity and passion of the documentary’s namesake.

over To you …
Write an analytical paragraph based on the notes you created for image 3 (page 218). 
Your topic sentence needs to establish what the image is communicating and from 
there you can provide evidence to support your idea.SAMPLE
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compose and creaTe
productive focus: writing
Write a feature article
in response to the article below, choose a country that is represented negatively in 
the media and make it the focus of a feature article. Your article should represent this 
country and reasons to visit it in a positive light, positioning readers to challenge the 
negative labels that have been given to the place. 

Why bad places make good destinations 
by Ben Groundwater
If you spend enough time following the news, you’ll 
know that North Korea is a Bad Place. Kim Jong-il 
is a nut. The country is an enemy of democracy and 
freedom, or whatever it is we’re usually fighting for. 
We’re told to hate it, or at least tremble in fear.

Iran, too, is a Bad Place. It’s attempting to 
develop nuclear weapons, giving a big Persian slap 
in the face to the assumed knowledge that only one 
country in the world is allowed to do that. Like I 
said, Bad Place.

In fact, the world is full of Bad Places. Cuba is a 
Bad Place if you listen to the Americans, with its 
communist dictatorship and fancy cigars. Burma is 
a Bad Place. China is a Bad Place, sometimes, and 
then it’s a Good Place, and then it’s a Bad Place 
again .  .  .

What’s so fascinating about supposedly bad 
countries? Maybe it’s like the bad boy effect with 
girls — they’re intriguing, dangerous, interesting.

There’s a sense of discovery when you’re travelling 
through a place you’ve only ever heard about on the 
nightly news, and for all the wrong reasons. There’s 
a buzz in going to a country you’ve been told is bad 
but which turns out to be not that much different 
to anywhere else.

Face it: bad places make good destinations.
For proper ‘holiday’ people, there’d be little appeal. 

Bad places don’t often come with sunny relaxation, 
with cocktails by pools and scented massages. But 
each to their own.

What bad places do come with is a sense of 
adventure, and the ability to confound your 
expectations .  .  .

No McDonald’s, no Zara, no Irish theme pubs. 
A completely different experience in a little-known 
place .  .  .

It sounds pretty dangerous, planning a holiday 
with the ‘enemy’, but the most important thing 
you realise when you travel to Bad Places is that a 
country’s people aren’t usually well represented by 
their war-mongering politicians.

That’s what annoys me about travellers who 
take a political stand against visiting somewhere. 
These are the, ‘I’ll never go to China because of the 
human rights abuses’ brigades. The sort that refuse 
to go to Burma because of the ruling junta.

They’re denying themselves some incredible 
experiences, because it’s only once you get to these 
Bad Places and meet their fundamentally good 
people that you can separate what you hear on the 
news from the reality.

And anyway, you’re not supporting a 
government when you travel there, you’re 
supporting its people  .  .  .

Sydney Morning Herald, 16 November 2011

Some key points to remember
 ● Your purpose is to inform, entertain and persuade your audience of travel magazine 

readers. 
Textual features

 ● Attention-grabbing headline
 ● A byline (writer’s name plus short, witty synopsis) that captures the perspective you 

are presenting and entices reader interest

1

Use the Ben 
Groundwater weblink 
in your eBookPLUS  
to read Why bad  
places make good 
destinations online.
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 ● A hook in the first paragraph that draws the reader in, through drama, description, 
questions or quotes

 ● Body of the article that answers any questions raised at the start
 ● Short paragraphs
 ● Expert opinions and quotes
 ● A tone that is personal
 ● A conclusion that provides a strong final statement of persuasion, returning to the 

central thread and challenging the reader
Developing a thread or thesis
When you are writing an opinionative article, it is very important that you are clear 
about your central idea. Before you begin, try to summarise in one or two sentences 
what you think about it and how you want to represent it. 
Sources
Assemble a bibliography of sources used in your writing. Ensure citations are accurate. 
Use the Wordsmith on pages 210–11 to guide you.

Write an analytical essay
You have been asked to write an analytical essay for an upcoming issue of Encore 
magazine. The issue is themed, and is devoted to the way school communities are 
represented in film and television.

Your task is to write an essay that analyses the representations of the school and 
community in Mrs Carey’s Concert.

Your essay should consider the way representations are constructed through:
 ● documentary techniques
 ● composition of the shots
 ● narrative viewpoint.

Some key points to remember
 ● The introductory paragraph must clearly communicate your thesis and the main 

points of your essay.
 ● Each paragraph needs to develop a single point in support of your thesis, and 

should provide evidence from the text to underpin your analysis. (Use the 
Wordsmith on page 222 to guide you.)

 ● The conclusion needs to summarise the points you have covered, but in different 
words, and return the reader to the thesis of your opening.

 ● Remember to avoid introducing any new material into the conclusion.

2

? Self-evaluation . . .
1 How did you feel about the assessment task you completed?
2 Was there a particular part of the task that you found difficult?
3 What did you enjoy about the task?
4 Is there anything you would do differently next time?

Use the assessment 
criteria rubric to guide 
you through your task.

Use the assessment 
criteria rubric to guide 
you through your task.

Worksheet 7.1
doc-10142

Worksheet 7.2
doc-10143

Worksheet 7.3
doc-10144

INDIVIDUAL pAthwAys 
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